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	Developing International Software for Windows 95 and Windows NT (Microsoft Programming Series), 9781556158407 (1556158408), Microsoft Press, 1995
In the late 1980s, Microsoft's International Product Group (IPG), the team responsible for creating most of the localized versions of Microsoft products, distributed a booklet internally that contained guidelines for writing code that accommodated the needs of international developers and users. The International Handbook for Software Design, as it was called, was revised over the years, expanding in scope to cover several operating systems and most of the Microsoft localization process—including development, design, testing, translation, documentation, packaging, computer-based tutorials, and help files.

Although Microsoft creates multiple-language versions of dozens of software products each year, its methods for doing so haven't always been enlightened. For IPG engineers, the first internationalization efforts involved inheriting finished product sources, fixing "internationally broken" designs, attempting to alter old code that no one remembered, enlarging buffers, removing hard-coded strings, and generally campaigning (begging, threatening) for more international-aware development practices. The International Handbook was distributed throughout the company as part of this awareness campaign.

IPG worked for a number of years to improve the efficiency and lower the cost of creating international versions of Microsoft products. As a result of steady evolution, Microsoft gradually disbanded IPG starting in late 1991, and its employees joined the teams responsible for producing the English-language products. The company felt that it made better sense to have a single team committed to creating all language versions of a product rather than one domestic team and one international team, each reporting to different chains of command. Following this approach, the teams creating Microsoft Windows NT 3.x and Microsoft Windows 95 worked to release high-quality localized versions of the operating system as quickly and efficiently as possible without compromising the United States product.
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How to Do Everything with Flash 8McGraw-Hill, 2005
Bring new life to your graphics and easily create and publish movies, sound files, presentations, interactive web content, and much more with help from this step-by-step guide. How to Do Everything with Flash 8 shows you how to get the most from this tremendously powerful multimedia design tool through easy-to-follow and well-organized...


		

Photoshop Elements 8 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A complete book-and-DVD training package covering Photoshop Elements 8.Photoshop Elements combines an easy-to-use set of features and enhancements combined with image editing power in an affordable program. The newest version—Photoshop Elements 8—features more online integration with products like the new Flash-based Web...


		

Recent Developments in Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices: Proceedings of ICCD 2017 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 752)Springer, 2018

	
		This book offers a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the International Conference on Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices (ICCD 2017), discussing all dimensions of intelligent sciences – intelligent computing, intelligent communication, and intelligent devices.
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Applied Gas DynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A revised edition to applied gas dynamics with exclusive coverage on jets and additional sets of problems and examples

	
		The revised and updated second edition of Applied Gas Dynamics offers an authoritative guide to the science of gas dynamics. Written by a noted expert on the topic, the text contains a...



		

Connective Selling : The Secrets of Winning 'Big  Ticket' SalesCapstone, 2004
Today’s corporate decision makers are more sophisticated buyers than ever before. Whilst most love to buy, all hate being ‘sold to’. They are no longer willing to be pushed, pressurized or otherwise badgered into making a decision to buy what you are offering. Indeed, the harder you push, the more likely it is that they will...


		

Programming Language Concepts (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Programming Language Concepts uses a functional programming language (F#) as the metalanguage in which to present all concepts and examples, and thus has an operational flavour, enabling practical experiments and exercises. It includes basic concepts such as abstract syntax, interpretation, stack machines, compilation, type checking, and...
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